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TRAVEL

Travelling with family, a large 
group of friends or looking for 
the perfect romantic location to 
relax and unwind? The Greek 

Villas are more than luxury villas in Greece, 
offering the full Greek vacation experience. 
Personalised bespoke packages with 
additional VIP concierge in Greece to meet 
all your high expectations and requirements.

Discover more than 500+ Luxury Villas 
in Greece offering privacy, independence, 
elegance, breath taking views over 34 
destinations. Offering you the chance to 
experience the best vacation you can imagine.

Paros and its neighbouring island 
Antiparos are both traditional Cycladic 
islands featuring natural beauty and rich 
history, effortlessly meeting modern day 
pleasures. 

If spending your days swimming and 
enjoying Watersports is your desire, you will 
find beaches large and small, secret and more 
popular, and if you want to chase the wind, 
Paros offers some world famous kite surfing 
sites to leave you in awe. A visit to Antiparos 
sea caves if a truly magical experience and 
why not try the amazing dive sites.

Watersports, stunning villages, ancient 
monuments, and caves, and some of the best 
restaurants on the Greek islands these are all 
available for your pleasure.

Island hoping to visit close by Despotiko, 
Tismintiri and Strongylo enable you to 
experience these beautiful beaches by small 
boat tour.

The Greek Villas portfolio, offer the 
best most exquisite luxury villas on these 
islands to suit all budgets with local staffing 
support, exceptional local knowledge, a 
network of quality local suppliers and tailor-
made itineraries. 
thegreekvillas.com
@thegreekvillas +30 21 0641 0280
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+30 210 64 10 280

The Greek Villas - A Private Hotel Experience! 
Explore our collection of the most luxurious villas in Paros & Antiparos!
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